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Band: Shotgun Revolution (DK) 

Genre: Hard Rock 

Label: Mighty Music 

Albumtitle: All This Could Be Yours 

Duration: 36:25 

Releasedate: 27.05.2016 

 

The third album of the Danish Shotgun Revolution is in my player and is ready for reviewing. The rhythm-guitar 

player had to leave the band due to family reasons during the album recording. 

 

This would have been like a stab in the back for many bands but not for the rest of the members. They looked at 

each other and questioned themselves "Can we manage this?" and they kept going with an earthquake-like "Hell 

yes". So it is written in the info sheet and one can and must congratulate them for this step. 

 

I hadn't had this much fun while listening to a new album for a long time. The guy's rock and groove like hell. They 

provide exactly that what the listener's wishes in secret. I listened to the album several times to form my opinion, 

but, in fact, I have known since the first song that the band rocks.  

 

The only thing that is difficult is that one doesn't know with what song one should face up and how this could be 

closer characterized? But this fact is complaining about first world problems.The first song "Don't Stop That Grind" 

pushes from the first drum and reminds of excesses and all bands of the 80s that have only rocked like hell. The 

groove immediately animates one to dance and the guitar slides one directly on the dance floor. It is just simple but 

still brilliant and only a few succeed.  

 

There is so much lifeblood in each tone that vocalist Ditlev "Dee" Ulriksen unleashes in this album. He sings forcefully 

and with such a feeling as it is necessary for the song. However, the guys on the instruments also show us their 

musical skills at highest level. Martin "Frankie" Frank, Michael "Tex" Venneberg and Kasper "Wallee" Lund are 

perfectly attuned to each other. I can't stop raving about it! That's just how a release must start; with this one can 

only win. 

 

It often turns out that many bands create something after a banger that goes into a completely other direction, but 

not with the Danish. Once it grooves, it goes on as it starts. So there are 10 songs on this album that are sometimes 

faster or even more relaxed but never boring and they never lose intensity.  

 

Conclusion: Shotgun Revolution, remember this name. This album is a must-have and I can recommend it to all fans 

of good Heavy Rock. One gets 10 brilliant songs satisfying from every point of view. This album will thrill each fan of 

this genre.  

 

Rating: 9/10 

 

Recommendations: Everything 

 

Weblink: https://www.facebook.com/shotgunrevolution 
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LineUp: 

 

Ditlev "Dee" Ulriksen - Vocals 

Martin "Frankie" Frank - Guitar 

Michael "Tex" Venneberg – Bass, Percussions 

Kasper "Wallee" Lund - Drums 

 

Tracklist: 

 

01. Don't Stop That Grind  

02. Rise To Power  

03. All This Could Be Yours  

04. Refugee  

05. City Of Fire  

06. Dissolve  

07. God's Damned Poetry  

08. S.O.B.  

09. Suzie 

10. River Of Dreams 

 

Author: Basser1971 / Translator: Dine 


